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 3.1 Cloud services 

 3.2 Advantage of cloud service 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Beyond the Desktop: An Introduction to Cloud Computing 

 Cloud Computing changes the way we use computer and internet. 

 

 Cloud computing changes the way we store information and run applications. Instead of running pro-

grams and data on an individual desktop computer, every-thing is hosted in the “cloud” 

 Cloud is an assemblage of computers and servers accessed via the Internet.  

 Cloud computing lets you access all your applications and documents from anywhere in the world.   

 

1) Cloud Computing: What It Is—and What It Isn’t 
1.1)Traditional desktop computing - PC-centric vs  Cloud computing- document centric 

 
 

Traditional desktop computing - PC-centric 

 With traditional desktop computing, you run copies of software programs on each 

computer you own. 

 The documents you create are stored on the computer on which they were created. 

 Although documents can be accessed from other computers on the network, they 

can’t be accessed by computers outside the network. 

 The whole scene is PC-centric. 

 

Cloud computing- document centric 
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 With cloud computing, the software programs you use are stored on servers accessed 

via the Internet.  

 If your computer crashes, the software is still available for others to use.  

 The documents you create are stored on a collection of servers accessed via the 

Internet.  

 Anyone with permission can not only access the documents, but can also edit and 

collaborate on those documents in real time.   

 Its document centric 

 
1.2) What Cloud Computing Isn’t 

 
First, cloud computing isn’t network computing.  

 With network computing, applications/documents are hosted on a single company’s 

server and accessed over the company’s network.  

 Cloud computing encompasses multiple companies, multiple servers, and multiple 

networks.  

 With network computing, access is over the company’s network only. 

 Cloud services and storage are accessible from anywhere in the world over an Internet 

connection. 

 
  

Cloud computing isn’t traditional outsourcing 

 Cloud computing also isn’t traditional outsourcing  

Outsourcing  

 Outsourcing means a company farms out (subcontracts) its computing services to an 

outside firm.  

 out-sourcing firm might host a company’s data or applications 

 These documents and programs are only accessible to the company’s employees via 

the company’s network, not to the entire world via the Internet. 
 
 

1.3) What Cloud Computing Is 
 

  The cloud is a large group of interconnected computers.  

 These computers can be personal computers or network servers;  

 They can be public or private. 

 For example, Google hosts a cloud that consists of both smallish PCs and larger 

servers. Google’s cloud is a private one (that is, Google owns it) that is publicly 

accessible (by Google’s users) 

  The applications and data served by the cloud are available to broad group of users, 

cross-enterprise and cross-platform. 

  Access is via the Internet.  

 Any authorized user can access these docs and apps from any computer over any 

Internet connection.  

 To the user, the technology and infrastructure behind the cloud is invisible... 
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2) Properties of cloud computing: 

 There are six key properties of cloud computing: 
 
i. Cloud computing is user-centric. Once you as a user are connected to the cloud, 

whatever is stored there—documents, messages, images, applications, whatever—

becomes yours. 

You can also share it with others.   
 
ii. Cloud computing is task-centric.  The focus is on what you need done and how the 

application can do it for you.,   

iii. Cloud computing is powerful. Connecting hundreds or thousands of computers 

together in a cloud creates a wealth of computing power impossible with a single 

desktop PC. 
 
iv. Cloud computing is accessible. Because data is stored in the cloud, users can 

instantly retrieve more information from multiple repositories. You’re not limited to 

a single source of data, as you are with a desktop PC. 
 
v. Cloud computing is intelligent. With all the various data stored on the computers 

in a cloud, data mining and analysis are necessary to access that information in an 

intelligent manner. 
 
vi. Cloud computing is programmable. Many of the tasks necessary with cloud 

computing must be automated. 

 For example, to protect the integrity of the data, information stored on a single 

computer in the cloud must be replicated on other computers in the cloud. If that 

one computer goes offline, the cloud’s programming automatically redistributes 

that computer’s data to a new computer in the cloud. 

Most popular examples of cloud computing applications today are the Google family 

of applications—Google Docs & Spreadsheets, Google Calendar, Gmail, Picasa, and 

the like. 

 All of these applications are hosted on Google’s servers, are accessible to any user 

with an Internet connection, and can be used for group collaboration from 

anywhere in the world.  

 

Cloud computing enables a shift  

 from the computer to the user,  

 from applications to tasks, and 

 From isolated data to data that can be accessed from anywhere and shared 

with anyone.  

  
 
 

 From Collaboration to the Cloud:  
A Short History of Cloud Computing  
Cloud computing has    

1) Client/Server Computing : Centralized Applications and Storage 
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2) Peer-to-Peer Computing : Sharing Resources 

3) Distributed Computing : Providing More Computing Power 

4) Collaborative Computing : Working as a Group 

 

 
 

1) Client/Server Computing: Centralized Applications and Storage 
 
 In the older days of computing (pre-1980 or so), everything operated on the 

client/server model.  

 All the software applications, all the data, and all the control resided on huge 

mainframe computers, otherwise known as servers.  

 

 

 If a user wanted to access specific data or run a program, he had to connect to the 

mainframe, gain appropriate access, and then do his business. 
 

 Users connected to the server via a computer terminal, sometimes called a 

workstation or client. This computer was sometimes called a dumb terminal because 

it didn’t have a lot (if any!) memory, storage space, or processing power. It was 

merely a device that connected the user to and enabled him to use the mainframe 

computer. 
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 Users accessed the mainframe only when granted permission. Even on a mainframe 

computer, processing power is limited— Access was not immediate, nor could two 

users access the same data at the same time. 
 

 Want to customize a report to show only a subset of the normal information? Can’t 

do it.  

 Want to create a new report to look at some new data? You can’t do it,   

 

 The fact is, when multiple people are sharing a single computer, even if that 

computer is a huge mainframe, you have to wait your turn. 

 

 Need to rerun a financial report? No problem—if you don’t mind waiting until this 

afternoon, or tomorrow morning. 

  

 There isn’t always immediate access in a client/server environment. 
 

 So the client/server model, while providing similar centralized storage, differed from 

cloud computing in that it did not have a user-centric focus; with client/server 

computing, all the control rested with the mainframe— 

 

2) Peer-to-Peer Computing: Sharing Resources 
 

 . In a client/server system all communications between computers had to go through 

the server first. 
 

 The   need to connect one computer to another without first hitting the server led to 

the development of peer-to-peer (P2P) computing. 
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 P2P computing defines a network architecture in which each computer has 

equivalent capabilities and responsibilities.  

 But in traditional client/server network architecture,   one or more computers are 

dedicated to serving the others. (This relationship is sometimes characterized as a 

master/slave relationship, with the central server as the master and the client 

computer as the slave.) 

 

 P2P was an equalizing concept.  

 In the P2P environment, every computer is a client and a server; there are no masters 

and slaves.   

 All computers on the network are peers, 

 P2P enables direct exchange of resources and services.  

 There is no need for a central server, because any computer can function in that 

capacity when called on to do so. 

 
 

 P2P was also a decentralizing concept.  

 Control is decentralized, with all computers functioning as equals.  

 Content is also dispersed among the various peer computers. 

 No centralized server is assigned to host the available resources and services. 

 

 Notable implementation of P2P computing is the Internet.  

ARPAnet 

 Internet was initially conceived, under its original ARPAnet guise, as a peer-to-peer 

system that would share computing resources across the United States.  

 The various ARPAnet sites—were connected together not as clients and servers, but 

as equals. 

 

The P2P was used in the early Internet - Usenet network.  
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 Usenet  was created back in 1979,  

 Usenet was a network of computers (accessed via the Internet), each of which hosted 

the entire contents of the network.  

 Messages were propagated between the peer computers; users connecting to any 

single Usenet server had access to all (or substantially all) the messages posted to 

each individual server.  

 Although the users’ connection to the Usenet server was of the traditional 

client/server nature, the relationship between the Usenet servers was definitely P2P. 

 

3) Distributed Computing: Providing More Computing Power 
 

 P2P model is that of distributed computing, where idle PCs across a network or 

across the Internet are tapped to provide computing power   
 

 A personal computer, running full-out 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, is capable of 

tremendous computing power. Most people don’t use their computers 24/7, however, 

so a good portion of a computer’s resources go unused. Distributed computing uses 

those resources. 
 

 

 

 

 

 When a computer is enlisted for a distributed computing project, software is installed 

on the machine to run various processing activities during those periods when the 

PC is typically unused.  
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 The results of that spare-time processing are periodically uploaded to the distributed 

computing network, and combined with similar results from other PCs in the project. 

The result, if enough computers are involved, simulates the processing power of 

much larger main-frames and supercomputers—which is necessary for some very 

large and complex computing projects. 

 

 For example, genetic research requires vast amounts of computing power. Left to 

traditional means, it might take years to solve essential mathematical problems. By 

connecting together thousands (or millions) of individual PCs, more power is applied 

to the problem, and the results are obtained that much sooner. 

 

 During 1973, when multiple computers were net-worked together at the Xerox 

PARC labs and worm software was developed to cruise through the network looking 

for idle resources. 

 In 1988,   researchers at the DEC (Digital Equipment Corporation) System Research 

Centre developed software that distributed the work to factor large numbers among 

workstations within their laboratory.   

 

 Distributed computing hit the Internet.  

 The first major Internet-based distributed computing project was distributed.net, 

launched in 1997, it employed thousands of personal computers to crack encryption 

codes.  

 Even bigger was SETI@home, launched in May 1999, which linked together 

millions of individual computers to search for intelligent life in outer space. 

 

  

 
4) Collaborative Computing: Working as a Group 

 
 There has been a desire for multiple users to work simultaneously on the same 

computer-based project. This type of collaborative computing is the driving force 

behind cloud computing. 
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 Early group collaboration was enabled by the combination of several different P2P 

technologies.  

 The goal was (and is) to enable multiple users to collaborate on group projects online, 

in real time. 
 

 To collaborate on any project,  

Talk to one another.  

 Users must first be able to talk to one another.  

 This means instant messaging for text-based communication, with optional 

audio/telephony and video capabilities for voice and picture communication.  

 Most collaboration systems offer the complete range of audio/video options, 

for full-featured multiple-user video conferencing. 
 

Share files and have multiple users work 

 Users must be able to share files and have multiple users work on the same 

document simultaneously. 

 Real-time white boarding is also common, especially in corporate and 

education environments. 
 

 Early group collaboration systems can be  

 relatively simple (Lotus Notes and Microsoft NetMeeting)  

 Extremely complex (the building-block architecture of the Groove Networks 

system).   

 With the growth of the Internet, there was   no need to limit group collaboration to a 

single enterprise’s network environment.  

 Users from multiple locations within a corporation, and from multiple organizations 

-desired to collaborate on projects that crossed company and geographic boundaries.  

 To do this, projects had to be housed in the “cloud” of the Internet, and accessed 

from any Internet-enabled location. 
 

 Google already had a collection of servers that it used to power its massive search 

engine. 

 On the infrastructure side, IBM, Sun Systems, and other big iron providers are 

offering the hardware necessary to build cloud networks. 

 On the software side, dozens of companies are developing cloud-based applications 

and storage services. 
 

 Today, people are using cloud services and storage to create, share, find, and 

organize information of all different types.  

 Tomorrow, this functionality will be available not only to computer users, but to 

users of any device that connects to the Internet—mobile phones, portable music 

players, even automobiles and home television sets. 

 

 

The Network Is the Computer: How Cloud Computing Works 

1) How cloud works 
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1.1 About cloud network 

1.2 How users connect to cloud 

1.3 Cloud architecture 

2) Understanding Cloud Storage 

 2.1 Cloud storage  

 2.2 Advantage of cloud storage 

3) Understanding Cloud Services 

 3.1 Cloud services 

 3.2 Advantage of cloud service 
 

 

1) How cloud works 

1.1 About cloud network 
 

 The key to cloud computing is the “cloud”—a massive network of servers or even 

individual PCs interconnected in a grid.  

 These computers run in parallel, combining the resources of each to generate 

Supercomputing like power.  

 The cloud is a collection of computers and servers that are publicly accessible via 

the Internet.  

 This hardware is typically owned and operated by a third party on a consolidated 

basis in one or more data centre locations.  

 The machines can run any combination of operating systems; it’s the processing 

power of the machines that matter, not what their desktops look like. 

1.2 How users connect to cloud 

 

 As shown in Figure 1.1, individual users connect to the cloud from their own 

personal computers or portable devices, over the Internet.  

 To these individual users, the cloud is seen as a single application, device, or 

document. 

 The hard-ware in the cloud (and the operating system that manages the hardware 

connections) is invisible. 
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1.3 Cloud Architecture 

 This cloud architecture is deceptively simple,   

 See fig 1.2 it all starts with the front-end interface seen by individual users.  

 Users select a task or service (either starting an application or opening a document).  

 The user’s request then gets passed to the system management,  

 System management finds the correct resources and then calls the system’s 

appropriate provisioning services.  

 These services carve out the necessary resources in the cloud, launch the 

appropriate web application, and either creates or opens the requested 

document.  

 After the web application is launched, the system’s monitoring and metering 

functions track the usage of the cloud so that resources are apportioned and 

attributed to the proper user(s). 
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2. Understanding Cloud Storage 
 

2.1 Cloud storage 

 One of the primary uses of cloud computing is for data storage.  

 With cloud storage, data is stored on multiple third-party servers, rather than on 

the dedicated servers used in traditional networked data storage. 
 

 When storing data, the user sees a virtual server—that is, it appears as if the data is 

stored in a particular place with a specific name. But that place doesn’t exist in 

reality. 

 In reality, the user’s data could be stored on any one or more of the computers 

used to create the cloud.  

 The actual storage location may even differ from day to day or even minute to 

minute, as the cloud dynamically manages available storage space.  

 But even though the location is virtual, the user sees a “static” location for his 

data—and can actually manage his storage space as if it were connected to his own 

PC. 

2.2 Advantage of cloud storage 

   Financial and security-associated advantages. 

  Financially, virtual resources in the cloud are typically cheaper than dedicated 

physical resources connected to a personal computer or network.  
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 As for security, data stored in the cloud is secure from accidental erasure or 

hardware crashes, because it is duplicated across multiple physical machines, 

the cloud continues to function as normal even if one or more machines go offline. 

If one machine crashes, the data is duplicated on other machines in the cloud. 

 
 

3. Understanding Cloud Services 
 

  3.1 About cloud services 

 Any web-based application or service offered via cloud computing is called a 

cloud service.  

 Cloud services can include anything from calendar and contact applications to 

word processing and presentations.  

 Large computing companies today, like Google, Amazon, Microsoft, are developing 

various types of cloud services.  

 

 With a cloud service, the application itself is hosted in the cloud.  

 An individual user runs the application over the Internet, typically within a web 

browser. 

 The browser accesses the cloud service and an instance of the application is opened 

within the browser window. 

 Once launched, the web-based application operates and behaves like a standard 

desktop application.  

 The only difference is that the application and the working documents remain on 

the host’s cloud servers. 

3.2 Advantage of cloud services. 

 If the user’s PC crashes, it doesn’t affect either the host application or the open 

document; 

 An individual user can access his applications and documents from any location 

on any PC. He doesn’t have to have a copy of every app and file with him when he 

moves from office to home to remote location.  

 Finally, because documents are hosted in the cloud, multiple users can collaborate 

on the same document in real time, using any available Internet connection.  

 Documents are no longer machine-centric. Instead, they’re always available to 

any authorized user. 

 

 



 

  

Chapter 2 

 Pros and Cons 

 Benefits 
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The Pros and Cons of Cloud Computing 

Cloud Computing: Advantages 

1. Lower-Cost Computers for Users 

2. Improved Performance 

3. Lower IT Infrastructure Costs 

4. Fewer Maintenance Issues 

5. Lower Software Costs 

6. Instant Software Updates 

7. Increased Computing Power 

8. Unlimited Storage Capacity 

9. Increased Data Safety 

10. Improved Compatibility Between Operating Systems 

11. Improved Document Format Compatibility 

12. Easier Group Collaboration 

13. Universal Access to Documents 

14. Latest Version Availability 

15. Removes the Tether to Specific Devices 

 

 

Cloud Computing: Disadvantages 

1. Requires a Constant Internet Connection 

2. Doesn’t Work Well with Low-Speed Connections 

3. Can Be Slow 

4. Features Might Be Limited 

5. Stored Data Might Not Be Secure 

6. If the Cloud Loses Your Data, You’re Screwed 
 

 

 

 

Who Benefits from Cloud Computing? 

1. Collaborators 

2. Road Warriors 

3. Cost-Conscious Users 

4. Cost-Conscious IT Department 

5. Users with Increasing Needs 
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1. Requires a Constant Internet Connection 

Cloud Computing: Advantages 

1. Lower-Cost Computers for Users 

 You don’t need a high-powered computer to run cloud computing’s web-based 

applications.  

 Because the application runs in the cloud, not on the desktop PC, that desktop PC 

doesn’t need the processing power or hard disk space. 

 Hence the client computers in cloud computing can be lower priced, with smaller 

hard disks, less memory.  

2. Improved Performance 

 Desktop PC doesn’t have to store and run software-based applications. (The 

apps are run from the cloud, instead.)  

 So low cost PC is enough for accessing cloud. 

 In a cloud computing, system will boot up faster and run faster, because they’ll 

have fewer programs and processes loaded into memory. 

3. Lower IT Infrastructure Costs 

 In a larger organization, the IT department could also see lower costs from the 

adoption of the cloud computing paradigm. 

 Instead of investing in larger numbers of more powerful servers, the IT staff can 

use the computing power of the cloud to supplement or replace internal 

computing resources.  

 Those companies that have peak needs no longer have to purchase equipment to 

handle the peaks; peak computing needs are easily handled by computers and 

servers in the cloud. 

4. Fewer Maintenance Issues 

 Cloud computing greatly reduces both hardware and software maintenance for 

organizations of all sizes  

 With less hardware (fewer servers) necessary in the organization, maintenance 

costs are immediately lowered.  

 All cloud apps are based elsewhere, so there’s no software on the organization’s 

computers for the IT staff to maintain.    

5. Lower Software Costs 

 No need to purchase separate software packages for each computer in the 

organization; it needs just an application to access that application in the cloud. 

 IT staffs are saved - the cost of installing and maintaining those programs on every 

desktop in the organization is reduced.  

 But, some cloud computing companies will charge as much to “rent” their apps as 

traditional software companies charge for software purchases. 

 Cloud services will be priced substantially lower than similar desktop software. 

 In fact, many companies (such as Google) are offering their web-based applications 

for free—  

 High costs are charged by Microsoft and similar desktop software suppliers. 

6. Instant Software Updates 
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 Users are no longer faced with the choice between obsolete software and high 

upgrade costs. 

 When the app is web-based, updates happen automatically and are available the 

next time the user logs in to the cloud. 

 Whenever you access a web-based application, you’re getting the latest 

version—without needing to pay for or download an upgrade. 

7. Increased Computing Power 

 When you’re tied into a cloud computing system, you have the power of the entire 

cloud at your disposal.  

 You’re no longer limited to what a single desktop PC can do, but can now 

perform supercomputing-like tasks utilizing the power of thousands of 

computers and servers.   

8. Unlimited Storage Capacity 

 The cloud offers virtually limitless storage capacity.  

 Your desktop or laptop PC never runs out of storage space.  

 Your computer’s 200GB hard drive is peanuts compared to the hundreds of 

petabytes (a million gigabytes) available in the cloud.  

9. Increased Data Safety 

 Unlike desktop computing, where a hard disk crash can destroy all your 

valuable data, a computer crashing in the cloud doesn’t affect the storage of 

your data.  

 That’s because data in the cloud is automatically duplicated, so nothing is ever 

lost.  

 That also means if your personal computer crashes, all your data is still out 

there in the cloud, still accessible.  

 cloud computing can keep data safe. 

10. Improved Compatibility Between Operating Systems 

 In the cloud, operating systems simply don’t matter.  

 You can connect your Windows computer to the cloud and share documents with 

computers running Apple’s Mac OS, Linux, or UNIX.  

 In the cloud, the data matters, not the operating system 

11. Improved Document Format Compatibility 

 You also don’t have to worry about the documents you create on your machine 

being compatible with other users’ applications or operating systems.  

 In a world where Word 2007 documents can’t be opened on a computer running 

Word 2003, all documents created by web-based applications can be read by 

any other user accessing that application.  

 There are no format incompatibilities. 

12. Easier Group Collaboration 

 Multiple users can easily collaborate on documents and projects. 

 Imagine that you, a colleague in your West Coast office, and a consultant in 

Europe all need to work together on an important project.  

 Before cloud computing, you had to email or snail mail the relevant documents 

from one user to another, and work on them sequentially.  
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 Now each of you can access the project’s documents simultaneously; the edits 

one user makes are automatically reflected in what the other users see 

onscreen.  

 It’s because the documents are hosted in the cloud.  

 All you need is a computer with an Internet connection. 

 Easier group collaboration means faster completion of most group projects, with 

full participation from all involved.  

 It also enables group projects across different geographic locations. 

 No longer does the group have to reside in a single office for best effect. 

 With cloud computing, anyone anywhere can collaborate in real time.   

13. Universal Access to Documents 

 Ever get home from work and realize you left an important document at the 

office? Or forget to take a file with you on the road? Or get to a conference and 

discover you forgot to bring along your presentation? Not a problem—not 

anymore, anyway.  

 With cloud computing, you don’t take your documents with you. 

 Instead, they stay in the cloud, where you can access them from anywhere you 

have a computer and an Internet connection. 

 All your documents are instantly available from wherever you are.  

14. Latest Version Availability 

 The cloud always hosts the latest version of your documents; you’re never in 

danger of having an outdated version on the computer you’re working on. 

15. Removes the Tether to Specific Devices 

 You’re no longer tethered to a single computer or network. 

 Change computers, and your existing applications and documents follow you 

through the cloud.  

 Move to a portable device, and your apps and docs are still available. 

 There’s no need to buy a special version of a program for a particular device, or 

save your document in a device-specific format.  

 

Cloud Computing: Disadvantages 

1. Requires a Constant Internet Connection 

2. Doesn’t Work Well with Low-Speed Connections 

3. Can Be Slow 

4. Features Might Be Limited 

5. Stored Data Might Not Be Secure 

6. If the Cloud Loses Your Data, You’re Screwed 

 

1. Requires a Constant Internet Connection 

 Cloud computing is impossible if you can’t connect to the Internet.  

 If you don’t have an Internet connection, you can’t access anything, even your 

own documents.  

 When you’re offline, cloud computing just doesn’t work. 

2. Doesn’t Work Well with Low-Speed Connections 

 Low-speed Internet connection,  makes cloud computing often impossible.  
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 Webbased apps often require a lot of bandwidth to download, as do large 

documents.  

3. Can Be Slow 

 Even on a fast connection, web-based applications can sometimes be slower than 

accessing a similar software program on your desktop PC.  

 That’s because everything about the program, from the interface to the document 

you’re working on, has to be sent back and forth from your computer to the 

computers in the cloud.  

 If the cloud servers happen to be backed up at that moment, or if the Internet 

is having a slow day, you won’t get the instantaneous access you’re used to with 

desktop apps. 

4. Features Might Be Limited 

 Today many web-based applications simply aren’t as full-featured as their 

desktop-based brethren.  

 Compare, for example, the feature set of Google Presentations with that of 

Microsoft PowerPoint; there’s just a lot more you can do with PowerPoint than 

you can with Google’s web-based offering.  

5. Stored Data Might Not Be Secure 

 With cloud computing, all your data is stored on the cloud. 

 How secure is the cloud?  

 Can other, unauthorized users gain access to your confidential data? 

6. If the Cloud Loses Your Data, You’re Screwed 

 Data stored in the cloud is unusually safe, replicated across multiple machines.  

 Data is lost if cloud is lost. 

 

Who Benefits from Cloud Computing? 

1. Collaborators 

2. Road Warriors 

3. Cost-Conscious Users 

4. Cost-Conscious IT Department 

5. Users with Increasing Needs 
1. Collaborators 

 If you often collaborate with others on group projects, you can use cloud 

computing.  

 The ability to share and edit documents in real time between multiple users is 

one of the primary benefits of web-based applications; it makes collaborating easy 

and even fun.  

 Example 1: 

Suppose, for example, that you’re in charge of an upcoming presentation to the senior 

management of your company. You need to work with the heads of your company’s 

various departments, which happen to be based in a halfdozen locations. It’s tough 

enough to schedule a group conference call. How in the world can all of you get 

together to create a cohesive presentation? 
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Solution:- 

The solution, in this instance, is to use a web-based presentation program, such as 

Google Presentations. You and the department heads can access the main 

presentation document at your leisure. The changes one person makes are 

automatically visible when the other collaborators access the document. In fact, 

more than one of you can edit the document at the same time, with each of your 

changes happening in real time. Collaborating with a web-based application is both 

more convenient and faster . 

 Example 2 

Families and communities also use web-based scheduling programs, such as Google 

Calendar, to manage their busy schedules. 

 Example 3  

Similarly, community groups and sports teams can use web-based calendars to alert 

their members of upcoming activities  

2. Road Warriors 

 When you work at one office today, at home the next day, and in another city the 

next, it’s tough to keep track of all your documents and applications. You may 

end up with one version of a document on your work PC, another on your laptop, 

and a third on your home PC 

 With cloud computing, you don’t have to remember which document is where, 

or to bring a copy of a document with you.  

 You don’t even have to worry about whether a particular application is installed 

on all your PCs.  

 Because the apps and docs you use are stored on the web and accessible wherever 

you have an Internet connection, versioning and compatibility simply aren’t 

issues.  

 It’s the same application and the same document wherever you go.  

3. Cost-Conscious Users 

 With cloud computing you can save money on both your hardware and software. 

 Hardware-wise-> there’s no need to invest in large hard disks or super-fast 

CPUs. Software-wise -> Instead of laying out big bucks for the latest version of 

Microsoft Office, you can use Google’s versions of these apps (Google Docs, 

Spreadsheets, and Presentations) for zero expenditure.  

 Web-based applications are completely free to use.   

4. Cost-Conscious IT Department 

 For many corporate IT departments  cloud computing model is a bigger savings 

result from having to buy fewer central servers 

 On a corporate network much of the computing takes place on the servers 

centrally located on the organization’s network.  

 When users need more computing power, more servers need to be purchased. 

 When the organization embraces cloud computing, instead of purchasing a new 

server, the IT staff just redirects the computing request out to the cloud.  

 The servers that comprise the cloud have plenty of capacity to handle the 

organization’s increased needs, without the IT staff having to spend a single dime 

on new hardware. 

5. Users with Increasing Needs 
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 Hardware-based cost savings also apply to individual computer users.  

 Need more hard disk space to store all your digital photos and MP3 files? -You 

could purchase a new external hard drive, or you could utilize lower-cost (or free) 

cloud storage instead.  

 Having trouble running the latest version of your favorite software program because 

it’s power hungry? Abandon that power sapping program and use a less-demanding 

web-based app instead.  

 Need more computing power to tackle a particularly vexing problem? Use the power 

of the cloud, where thousands of computers are at your disposal. 

 In the old days, the only solution to increased needs was to purchase more powerful 

hardware.  

 With cloud computing, the solution is in the cloud— which saves you money. 
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1. Why Develop Web-Based Applications? 

 IT department must deliver adequate computing power and data storage to all users 

within the companywithin a set budget, to meet peak needs or to add capacity for new 

users. 

 What the IT department needs is a way to increase capacity or add capabilities 

without investing in new servers and networking gear, or licensing new software.   

 Cloud services, in the form of centralized web-based applications. 

 One instance of an application hosted in the cloud is cheaper and easier to manage 

than individual copies of similar software installed on each user’s desktop PC.  

 Upgrading a cloud app only has to be done one time, where upgrading traditional 

software has to be done for each PC on which that software is installed.  

 Smaller businesses can use cloud services development ->By hosting locally 

developed web applications within the cloud, the small business avoids the cost of 

purchasing expensive hardware to host similar software. 

  Small companies don’t have the staff, resources, hardware, or budget to develop and 

maintain their own applications.  

 Small company cant develops its own web-based applications and gain functionality 

while reducing expenses 

2. The Pros and Cons of Cloud Service Development 

2.1 Advantages of Cloud Development 

2.2 Disadvantages of Cloud Development 

2.1 Advantages of Cloud Development 

Economy of scale:-  

 With the infrastructure provided by a cloud ,a developer can offer better, cheaper, 

and more reliable applications than is possible within a single enterprise.  

 The application can utilize the full resources of the cloud, if needed—without 

requiring a company to invest in similar physical resources. 

 

Cost:- 

 Cloud services follow the one-to-many model. 

 Cost is significantly reduced over individual desktop program deployment.  

 Instead of purchasing or licensing physical copies of software programs (one for 

each desktop), cloud applications are typically “rented,” priced on a per-user basis.  

Management activities:- 

 In IT departments all management activities are managed from a central location 

rather than from individual sites or workstations.  

 This enables IT staff to access applications remotely via the web.  

 Users can be outfitted with the software they need.   

 When you need more storage space or bandwidth, companies can just add another 

virtual server from the cloud.   

For developers:-  

 It’s easier to upgrade a cloud application than with traditional desktop software. 

 Application features can be quickly and easily updated by upgrading the 

centralized application, instead of manually upgrading individual applications 

located on each and every desktop PC in the organization.  

2.2 Disadvantages of Cloud Development 
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  Is it secure?  

 Web-based applications are considered potential security risks.  

 so, many businesses prefer to keep their applications, data, and IT operations under 

their own control.  

  

 Another potential disadvantage is what happens if the cloud computing host goes 

offline.. Amazon’s EC2 service suffered a massive outage on February 15, 2008, 

that wiped out some customer application data.   

 If a company relies on a third-party cloud platform to host all of its data with no 

other physical backup, that data can be at risk. 

3. Types of Cloud Service Development 

a. Software as a Service 

 Software as a service, or SaaS, is probably the most common type of cloud 

service development.  

 With SaaS, a single application is delivered to thousands of users. 

 Customers don’t pay for owning the software; rather, they pay for using it. 

 Users access an application via an API accessible over the web.  

 Each organization served by the vendor is called a tenant, and this type of 

arrangement is called a multitenant architecture.  

 The vendor’s servers are virtually partitioned so that each organization works 

with a customized virtual application instance.  

 For customers, SaaS requires no upfront investment in servers or software 

licensing. For the application developer, there is only one application to 

maintain for multiple clients. 

 Many different types of companies are developing applications using the SaaS 

model. Perhaps the best-known SaaS applications are those offered by Google 

to its consumer base. 

 3.2. Platform as a Service 

 In this variation of SaaS, the development environment is offered as a 

service. 

 The developer uses the “building blocks” of the vendor’s development 

environment to create his own custom application.  

 It’s kind of like creating an application using Legos; building the app is made 

easier by use of these predefined blocks of code, even if the resulting app is 

somewhat constrained by the types of code blocks available. 

 3.3. Web Services 

 A web service is an application that operates over a network—typically, over 

the Internet.  

 Most typically, a web service is an API that can be accessed over the Internet.  

 The service is then executed on a remote system that hosts the requested 

services. 

 This type of web API lets developers exploit shared functionality over the 

Internet, rather than deliver their own full-blown applications.  
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 In web service, web-based applications are delivered by a third party, thus 

easing development and bandwidth demands for the custom program. 

 A good example of web services are the “mashups” created by users of the 

Google Maps API.  

 

 Advantages of web services include  

 faster (and lower-cost) application development, leaner applications,  

 reduced storage and bandwidth demands.  

 reusing code from the web services provider,  

 

 3.4. On-Demand Computing 

 On-demand computing  is  similar to that of a public utility. 

 In this model, customers pay for as much or as little processing and storage as 

they need.  

 Companies that have large demand peaks followed by much lower normal 

usage periods particularly benefit from utility computing.  

 The company pays more for their peak usage, of course, but their bills rapidly 

decline when the peak ends and normal usage patterns resume.  

 Clients of on-demand computing services essentially use these services as 

offsite virtual servers.  

 Instead of investing in their own physical infrastructure, a company operates 

on a pay-as-you-go plan with a cloud services provider.  

 In previous years, on-demand computing was provided from a single server via 

some sort of time-sharing arrangement.  

 Today, the service is based on large grids of computers operating as a single 

cloud. 

4. Discovering Cloud Services Development Services and Tools 

4.1 Amazon 

 Amazon, one of the largest retailers on the Internet, is also one of the primary 

providers of cloud development services.  

 The service of Amazon  is called the Elastic Compute Cloud, also known as 

EC2.  

 This is a commercial web service that allows developers and companies to rent 

capacity on Amazon’s proprietary cloud of servers 

 Customers can create, launch, and terminate server instances on demand, 

creating a truly “elastic” operation. 

 Amazon’s service lets customers choose from three sizes of virtual servers: 

 Small, which offers the equivalent of a system with 1.7GB of memory, 

160GB of storage, and one virtual 32-bit core processor 

 Large, which offers the equivalent of a system with 7.5GB of memory, 

850GB of storage, and two 64-bit virtual core processors 

 Extra large, which offers the equivalent of a system with 15GB of 

memory, 1.7TB of storage, and four virtual 64-bit core processors 

 Amazon claims a market of more than 330,000 customers 
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4.2 Google App Engine 

 Google is a leader in web-based applications also offers cloud development 

services.  

 These services come in the form of the Google App Engine, which enables 

developers to build their own web applications utilizing the same 

infrastructure that powers Google’s powerful applications 

 Using Google’s development tools and computing cloud, App Engine 

applications are easy to build, easy to maintain, and easy to scale.  

 All you have to do is develop your application (using Google’s APIs and the 

Python programming language) and upload it to the App Engine cloud; from 

there, it’s ready to serve your users. 

 Google offers a robust cloud development environment. 

 It includes the following features: 

o Dynamic web serving  

o Full support for all common web technologies  

o Persistent storage with queries, sorting, and transactions  

o Automatic scaling and load balancing  

 APIs for authenticating users and sending email using Google Accounts 

 Google App Engine is completely free to use—at a basic level, anyway. 

 A free App Engine account gets up to 500MB of storage and enough CPU 

strength and bandwidth for about 5 million page views a month.  

  

4.3 IBM 

 IBM is offering a cloud computing solution.  

 The company is targeting small- and medium-sized businesses  

 Its with a suite of cloud-based ondemand services via its Blue Cloud initiative. 

 Blue Cloud is a series of cloud computing offerings that enables enterprises to 

distribute their computing needs across a globally accessible resource grid.  

 One such offering is the Express Advantage suite, which includes data backup 

and recovery, email continuity and archiving, and data security functionality  

 To manage its cloud hardware, IBM provides open source workload-

scheduling software called Hadoop, which is based on the MapReduce 

software used by Google in its offerings.  

 Also included are PowerVM and Xen virtualization tools, along with IBM’s 

Tivoli data center management software. 

4.4 Salesforce.com 

 Salesforce.com is probably best known for its sales management SaaS, but it’s 

also a leader in cloud computing development.  

 The company’s cloud computing architecture is dubbed Force.com.  

 The platform as a service is entirely on-demand, running across the Internet.  

 Salesforce provides its own Force.com API and developer’s toolkit.  

 Pricing is on a per log-in basis. 

 Supplementing Force.com is AppExchange, a directory of web-based 

applications.  
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 Developers can  

o use AppExchange applications uploaded by others,   

o share their own applications in the directory, or  

o publish private applications accessible only by authorized companies 

or clients.  

 Many applications in the AppExchange library are free, and others can be 

purchased or licensed from the original developers. 

 Most existing AppExchange applications are sales related— sales analysis 

tools, email marketing systems, financial analysis apps, and so forth.  

 But companies can use the Force.com platform to develop any type of 

application.   

4.5 Other Cloud Services Development Tools 

. There are also a number of smaller companies offering tools for cloud services 

developers . 

 These companies include the following: 

 3tera (www.3tera.com), which offers the AppLogic grid operating system and 

Cloudware architecture for on-demand computing.  

10gen (www.10gen.com), which provides a platform for developers to build scalable 

web-based applications. 

 Cohesive Flexible Technologies (www.cohesiveft.com), which offers the Elastic 

Server On-Demand virtual server platform.  

 Joyent (www.joyent.com), which delivers the Accelerator scalable ondemand 

infrastructure for web application developers, as well as the Connector suite of easy-to-

use web applications for small businesses.  

 Mosso (www.mosso.com), which provides an enterprise-level cloud hosting service 

with automatic scaling.  

 Nirvanix (www.nirvanix.com), which offers a cloud storage platform for developers, 

as well as Nirvanix Web Services, which provides file management and other common 

operations via a standards-based API.  

 Skytap (www.skytap.com), which provides the Virtual Lab on-demand web-based 

automation solution that enables developers to build and configure lab environments 

using pre-configured virtual machines.  

StrikeIron (www.strikeiron.com), which offers the IronCloud cloudbased platform for 

the delivery of web services, along with various Live Data services that developers can 

integrate into their own applications. 


